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Abstract:
The downscaling trend is one of the greatest driving forces of the silicon industry. However, as
transistors reach few tens of nanometers, a wide variety of semiconductor phenomena intensify.
Design parameters and performance metrics that were considered (semi)constant in the past exhibit
either systematic or fully random variability. This can be observed either right after the chip is
manufactured (time-zero) or throughout the chip's lifetime (time-dependent). The complexity and
significance of variability poses very interesting problems to the semiconductor community. Massively
parallel simulations and smart signal representations are required to capture the impact of variability
on processor components. Reliability and performance dependability become increasingly paramount
design specifications for modern digital systems. As a result, techniques that mitigate variability
effects at low cost are an immediate order of semiconductor business. We will use the phenomena of
"Bias Temperature Instability" and "Random Telegraph Noise" as concept vehicles to illustrate the
above challenges. We will inspect certain samples of prior art and will identify opportunities for the
modeling and mitigation of time-zero and time-dependent variability.
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